


Each morning, of the Expedition we will have 
a group pre-brief of the planned flights. Each 
evening we will have “team” group debriefs of 
the adventure. Attendance is mandatory and 
are paramount for the groups safety. We want to 
make sure our Pilots experience the Expedition 
the best way we know.





Ken Jernstedt
Airfield Info:

  Ident .........4S2
  Elv. ............638’ MSL
  UNICOM .....122.8
  AWOS ........134.375

DAYS 1&2 | JUNE 4th-5th

Welcome to TacAero! Expedition pilots and guides will greet you on 
arrival. ALL aircraft will receive a 100 point inspection / 50hr service 
with oil and filter change by our highly qualified, experienced and 
CubCrafters-recognized A&P’s. This will ensure your aircraft is 
ready for the Expedition.

Hood River, Oregon

All pilots will have a mandatory evaluation of their piloting capabilities, with 
the option of coaching by one of our TacAero Instructors. This evaluation will 
take place at the Hood River airport and at the TacAero grass strip. 

Aircraft survival instruction by former U.S. Air Force SERE Instructor and 
TacAero Director of Training, Ian Mortensen, will be held Monday evening. 
Each aircraft will be outfitted with a custom survival pack. Pilots will be 
instructed how to effectively use the items within the survival pack in the 
event of an emergency.

Expedition pre-brief and pilot orientation will be held Tuesday evening at 
dinner. We will also be handing out pilots jackets, hats, custom kneeboards, 
and other expedition gear during this time.  

WAAAM MUSEUM

COLUMBIA GORGE HOTEL

WAAAM’S  COMMAND-AIRE



A special class will be held on Tuesday after dinner for pilots on how to 
prepare and properly cross the US/Canada borders. During this class we will 
file the required paperwork through eAPIS/Customs for the next days flight 
North. This class will be lead by CubCrafters Director of Sales, Brad Damm. 

Breakfast, lunch and dinner will be provided. Hotel accommodations are 
at the world renowned Columbia Gorge Hotel, located on the cliffs of the 
Columbia River in Hood River, Oregon. The TacAero shuttle will get you to 
and from the hotel each day.

Enjoy unlimited access to the world’s largest collection of flying antique aircraft 
at the famous Western Antique Aeroplane & Automobile Museum (WAAAM).  

At the end of these two days, you and your aircraft will be prepared, and 
you will have the required knowledge for this expedition!

MOUNT HOOD

COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE



Williams Lake
Airfield Info:

  Ident .........CYWL
  Elv. ............3,083’ MSL
  Radio .........122.3

Day 3 | June 6th

Williams Lake, Canada
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Day 3 - The adventure begins with an early breakfast and departure 
from Hood River 4S2. We will fly through some of the most amazing 
valleys and mountain ranges of the Pacific Northwest.

First stop will be at Omak for fuel and a short break. At Omak we will do one          
final brief on crossing the US/Canada border and clearing customs. 
Distance 4S2 to KOMK = 215 sm

Continuing our scenic flight north we will fly into Canada and over the 
beautiful Lake Okanagan up to Kamloops. While on the ground in Kamloops 
we will clear customs and complete our border crossing check in. Aircraft 
will be fueled while the group eats lunch. 
Distance KOMK to CYKA = 163 sm

Our final stop for the day will be in Williams Lake where we will top off the 
aircraft with fuel, travel into town for our hotel accommodations, and finish 
the evening with a nice dinner and debrief the first day. 
Distance CYKA to CYWL = 124 sm



Fort St. John 
Airport Info:

  Ident ..................... CYXJ
  Elv. ........................ 2,280’ MSL
  ATIS ...................... 128.5
  Radio ..................... 118.5
  Clearance Delivery ... 121.9
  Edmonton Center .... 132.6

Day 4 | June 7th

Day 4 - Our flight takes us north along the east shore of 
Williston Lake, up through one of the beautiful canyon passes 
of the Great Canadian Rockies and over to the Alaska Hwy.

Fort St. John, Canada

Our first stop will be at the Mackenzie Airport, the “Last Stop” for fuel (and 
ice cream!) before travelers enter the Trench. This is a fun airport with a lot 
of history and character.  Distance CYWL to CYZY = 220 sm

The group will head north along the east side of Williston Lake and land at a 
small gravel strip along the edge of the Lake for a picnic lunch.   
Distance CYZY to CBA9 = 76 sm

After lunch we will back track a few miles south and then head east up the 
Peace River Valley. This valley cuts through the Canadian Rockies and will 
provide stunning views of rivers, waterfalls and wildlife. The Peace River 
has been identified by world travelers as one of the most beautiful places 
in Canada. The river valley will lead us to the Alaska Hwy and to our final 
destination for the day, Fort St. John. Distance CBA9 to CEY7 = 135 sm
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DESTINATION:



Eric Nielsen International 
Airport Info:

DAY 5 | JUNE 8th

Day 5 - The Alaska Hwy is the lifeline of the Great North. We will follow this 
Hwy through famous mining towns, beautiful Rocky Mountain foothills, 
icy cold lakes and Yukon Territory scenery hard to describe. The days 
become longer as we take advantage of the summer solstice. This will be 
one of the longer flying days of our Expedition.

Whitehorse, Canada

First stop of the day will be at the famous mining town of Fort Nelson. The 
original settlement in Fort Nelson was a North West Company fur trading 
post, established in 1805. From here we will take a quick break, fuel up and 
continue our flight. Distance CEY7 to CYYE = 187 sm

We will then begin a track west through the Rocky Mountains following the 
Alaska Hwy and over to Watson Lake for fuel and lunch. Watson Lake is an 
old WWII airfield with a rich history.  Many of the old buildings from World 
War II are still standing. This will be a great location to get the iconic photos 
of your aircraft in front of the old B.C. Yukon Air Service and former WWII 
hangar. Distance CYYE to CYQH = 278 sm
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DESTINATION:

  Ident ..................... CYXY
  Elv. ........................ 2,317’ MSL
  ATIS ...................... 125.25
  Edmonton Center .... 132.1
  Radio ..................... 118.3
  Ground .................. 121.9



The last push of the day will be to the Yukon Territory Capital, Whitehorse.  
Here we will be staying at an iconic inn located directly across from the 
airport. The steaks are great and the atmosphere is unforgettable. We will 
grace this location again on our trip back south. 
Distance CYQH to CYXY = 249 sm

WATSON LAKE WWII ERA HANGER | B.C. YUKON AIR SERVICE LTD.

CANADIAN ROCKIES



Gustavus
Airport Info:

  Ident .........PAGS
  Elv. ............36’ MSL
  AWOS ........125.9
  CTAF ..........122.5

DAYS 6-7 | JUNE 9th-10th

Day 6 and 7 will be, for many, the highlight of the Expedition. 
Unforgettable sights and memories will be made as we fly southwest 
over lakes steep cliffs filled with mountain goats and wildlife. This is 
where the vast amount of wildlife seen from the air really begins! The 
adventure continues as we maneuver around mountains and valleys 
crossing the Canada/U.S. border with a final destination at Elfin Cove.

Gustavus, AK | Elfin Cove

The group will leave Whitehorse after a good breakfast (don’t drink the 
milk) and a later start. We will brief for the border crossing and customs 
check and then begin our flight heading south towards Skagway. This will be 
an incredible way to experience The White Pass & Yukon Route Railroad. 
Chances are we will see vintage locomotives chug up and down the famously 
steep Chilkoot trail. This is an area we will take some extra time to fly 
around and see the sights before landing at Haines to clear customs, fuel 
and eat lunch. Distance CYXY to PAHN = 118 sm

Departing Haines we will head southwest along the Lynn Canal where we will 
see glaciers and an abundance of wildlife. We may find time to do a quick off 
airport landing before pushing on to Gustavus. Distance PAHN to PAGS = 57 sm
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THE ULTIMATE FISHING EXPERIENCE

After the aircraft are secured we will meet with the friendly staff of Elfin 
Cove, where they will load us up in their boats and transport us through 
portions of Icy Straight to Elfin Cove Lodge.

After arriving at Elfin Cove by boat we will be shown to our rooms and have 
a much needed “Home Cooked Meal.” We will debrief the day and prepare 
for the next days adventures. 

Day 7 begins with a hearty breakfast and a customized first class 
fishing trip. We will spend the day fishing and creating stories that will 
only increase in wonder and fantasy as time goes on. Elfin Cove is world 
renowned for having one of the best Alaskan fishing experiences available. 
Fishing licenses and tags can be purchased at the Lodge. Packaging and 
shipping your catch to send home is one of the many services provided by 
the Lodge. If you prefer to not fish, there are many other amazing activities 
for you to enjoy. 

The group will enjoy another amazing dinner that evening with a special 
guest speaker who will provide training and entertainment for the evening.

Visit Alaska Department of Fish and Game to buy your License:
Nonresidential 7 Days Sport Fishing License    | $70.00
Nonresidential 7 Days King Salmon Stamp      | $45.00

ELFIN COVE

Elfin Cove Lodge
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Yakutat 
Airport Info:

  Ident .........PAYA
  Elv ............32’ MSL
  ASOS .........135.75
  CTAF ..........123.6 

DAY 8 | JUNE 11th

Day 8 begins with another wonderfully cooked breakfast at Elfin Cove 
Lodge and then a boat ride back to Gustavus airport. From Gustavus 
we will fly north passing some of the largest peaks in North America, 
magnificent glaciers and iceberg filled bays.

Yakutat, AK

The first leg of the day will be flying low along the shore and searching for 
the perfect beach to land and have a break. This will be a great opportunity 
to hone your skills and get the experience of landing on the sand.

After playing in the sand, we will continue North and find another beach or 
grass strip to land and have lunch. Perhaps spend some time exploring an 
abandoned military cold-war outpost. 

Our final stop for the day will be in Yakutat. This is an iconic Alaskan airfield 
and a TacAero favorite. Good Food, Good Lodging, and Great People make 
Yakutat a great stop.  Distance PAGS to PAYA = 160 sm
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Valdez Pioneer
Field Info:

  Ident .........PAVD
  Elv. ............121’ MSL
  AWOS ........118.8
  CTAF ..........122.9

DAY 9 | JUNE 12th

Day 9 we head north along the coast to witness more incredible 
glaciers, icy blue coves filled with icebergs and seemingly 
endless beaches lined with Bald Eagles.

Valdez, AK

The experience continues with a flight around Yakutat Bay with views of the 
Malaspina Glacier, Yahtse Glacier, and the Bering Glacier. We will find a first 
stop for the day along a beach to stretch our legs and have a snack.

Our next stop will be at the picturesque seaplane dock in Cordova for fuel. 
Here we will land alongside the town road and drag the fuel line up to the 
aircraft from the dock. This is a must have experience when traveling by 
aircraft in Alaska. Cordova is one of the most picturesque towns in Alaska. 
Distance PAYA to CKU = 287 sm 
 
From Cordova we will head north into the famous Prince William Sound. 
Whales and other wildlife will most likely be seen as we navigate to our final 
destination of the day, Alaska’s STOL competition airport, Valdez.
Distance CKU to PAVD = 68 sm
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Lake Hood
Gravel Strip Info:

  Ident .........PALH
  Elv ............79’ MSL
  ATIS ..........125.6
  Tower ........126.8
  CTAF ..........126.8

DAY 10 | JUNE 13th

Day 10 Before setting out for the day, we will review as a group the 
procedures for navigating safely within the Anchorage airspace. 
The Lake Hood Gravel Strip resides in the shadow of the Anchorage 
International Airport. After the briefing we will depart Valdez in STOL 
competition style finding our way towards Anchorage. With a relatively 
short distance to cover, the Expedition will spend time exploring coves, 
glaciers, and searching out great spots to land as a group. The volume 
of aircraft in the air begins to increase as we enter the backcountry 
pilots paradise.

Lake Hood, Seaplane Base

Our first leg out of Valdez will be a very non-direct route to the Lake Hood 
Gravel Strip runway in Anchorage. This will be a spectacular flight and 
temptation will probably force us to land and explore at remote landing 
areas. We will then head towards Anchorage.

141 SM
VALDEZ TO ANCHORAGE

NORTH

SEAPLANE BASE LANDING

DESTINATION:



Once near the Anchorage Ted Stevens International Airport, we will make 
sure our group is prepared to enter the airspace in assigned flights and 
navigate our way to the Gravel Strip. This will be an adventure and learning 
experience in its own right.  Once we have our aircraft secured we will head 
out to our hotel and get settled. That evening we will go over the next 3 
days of planned trips. Distance PAVD to PALH = 141 sm

LAKE HOOD SEAPLANE BASE | GRAVEL STRIP

AIRCRAFT ON LAKE HOOD
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DAYS 11-13 | JUNE 14th-16th

Days 11-13 will be spent in Anchorage. We will be staying at the 
famous Millennium Hotel at the foot of Lake Hood. Here you will be 
able to choose to join us on daily excursions or explore Anchorage for 
yourself in one of our rental cars. Some will choose to just relax on the 
back deck of the hotel with a drink and spectacular view of Lake Hood, 
watching floatplanes come in and out on the world’s busiest floatplane 
base.  We have some amazing day trips we hope our pilots will choose 
to participate in.

Anchorage, AK

Fly out to the Talkeetna airport and take a ride with K2 Aviation around 
Denali in an Otter and land on one of Denali’s glaciers. The glaciers in 
Denali National Park are unlike any other in the world. A glacier-landing 
in the Otter will help you understand why these immense ice fields attract 
people from all over the globe. Distance PALH to PATK = 79 sm

NORTH

K2 AVIATION | GLACIER LANDING

WILD LIFE

Day trip options in Anchorage:

DESTINATION:

Lake Hood
Gravel Strip Info:

  Ident .........PALH
  Elv ............79’ MSL
  ATIS ..........125.6
  Tower ........126.8
  CTAF ..........126.8



Fly out to Lake Clark National Park and Preserve for a special opportunity to 
learn about how aviation is essential to conservation in Alaska. Lake Clarke 
National Park and Preserve is a US National Park in Port Alsworth, Alaska. 
Volcanoes steam, salmon run, bears forage, and craggy mountains reflect 
in shimmering turquoise lakes. This is an opportunity to see a National Park 
in a way very few people ever do. This trip is an all day adventure. Distance 
PALH PAIL = 218 sm

Fly out to Seward, Alaska, a port city set on an inlet of the Kenai Peninsula. 
It’s a gateway to Kenai Fjords National Park, where glaciers flow from the 
Harding Icefield into coastal fjords. Surrounded by peaks, the fjords are a 
whale and porpoise habitat. From Seward Harbor, a chartered boat tour will 
take you on an Ocean Excursion for an up close view of the wildlife in world 
renowned Resurrection Bay. Distance PALH to PAWD = 81 sm

Spend a day flying around and seeing the beauty of the Anchorage area. 
There are more tailwheel aircraft based in the Anchorage area than any 
other location in the world. We will spend the day showing you why. Land at 
multiple small airports and off field strips with TacAero guides. This will be 
a fun, flexible day of flying and adventure with no real agenda other than 
flying and enjoying the sights.

KENAI FJORDS NATIONAL PARK

DENALI NATIONAL PARK
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Yakutat
Airport Info:

  Ident .........PAYA
  Elv ............32’ MSL
  ASOS .........135.75
  CTAF ..........123.6

DAY 14 | JUNE 17th

Day 14 - With a baggage compartment full of memories made in 
Anchorage we will depart  Sunday morning and begin to make our 
way back south. The southeast coast of Alaska can’t be seen in one 
pass. We will take advantage of our trip back south to explore other 
coves, fjords, glaciers and beaches. The Expedition continues.

Yakutat, AK

Our first leg will take us south over Port Wells and the Prince William Sound. 
As we fly along the coast we’ll follow the Valdez arm and stop in Valdez for 
a short break and fuel. Distance PALH to PAVD = 141 sm

Flying south, we will fly over Orca Bay back towards Cordova. We will stop 
at Cordova for a quick lunch and top off fuel for aircraft in need and then 
press on. The area around Cordova is breathtaking and worth some time 
exploring from the air. Distance PAVD to CKU = 68 sm 

Our final push for the day will be to Yakutat. It would be easy to spend a 
week exploring this area and fishing the only sheltered deep water port in 
the gulf of Alaska. Distance CKU to PAYA = 287 sm
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DESTINATION:



Juneau International
Airport Info:

DAY 15 | JUNE 18th

Day 15 - Departure from Yakutat will take us south along the coast, 
around beautiful islands and glaciers. If weather permits, we will 
venture over to Glacier Bay. This will be another amazing day of flying!

Juneau, AK

As we head south from PAYA, we will look for another off airport landing 
area depending on weather. Mt. Fairweather looms over the coast and 
provides a playground of places to land and sightsee. 

While flying over the islands outside of Juneau we will cross over Elfin Cove 
exploring Icy Strait and landing at Hoonah for a break and pre-brief before 
going into Juneau International Airport. 
Distance PAYA to PAOH = 187 sm

We will head across Icy Strait in flights and land at our final stop for the 
day, Juneau. Juneau is the Alaska State Capital and provides a stop full of 
activities. Options will be available for pilots who wish to fly and do more 
exploring around this area with a TacAero guide. 
Distance PAOH to PAJN = 35 sm
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DESTINATION:

  Ident ..................... PAJN
  Elv. ........................ 25’ MSL
  ATIS ...................... 135.2
  Tower & CTAF .......... 118.7
  Ground .................. 121.9
  UNICOM ................. 122.95
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Eric Nielsen International
Airport Info: 

  Ident ....................... .CYXY
  Elv .......................... .2,317’ MSL
  ATIS ........................ .125.25
  Edmonton Centre ...... .132.1
  Radio ....................... .118.3
  Ground .................... .121.9

DAY 16 | JUNE 19th

From the Alaska State Capital, we will fly to Yukon Territory 
Capital. From the air we will explore old mining railroads, 
abandoned mines, beautiful lake valleys, roaring rivers 
and tributaries of the mighty Yukon River. After landing at 
Whitehorse we will clear Canadian customs.

Whitehorse, Canada

185 SM
JUNEAU TO WHITEHORSE

NORTH

MILES CANYON

CHILKOOT TRAIL

DESTINATION:

Our morning starts off with a customs and border crossing briefing during 
breakfast for flying back into Canada. We will file with eAPIS and make sure 
all are prepared for the flight to Whitehorse. 

With the day’s end destination being a fairly short distance, we will have the 
opportunity to spend some time exploring this beautiful area packed full of 
wildlife, sea life, glaciers and overall beauty. We will follow the east side of the 
Lynn Canal and head towards Skagway. Distance PAJN to PAGY = 82 sm

The White Pass, known as the Gold Mining Mecca, is packed full of 
amazing history. There are a few possible gravel landing strips we may 
take advantage of before crossing east up the pass that thousands of 
prospectors and explorers made in the early 1900’s. This portion of the trip 
has been a TacAero favorite.



JUNEAU FJORD

South of Whitehorse, we will pick up the mighty Yukon River, where we will 
explore the beauty of the area. With so much to see, we will asses time to 
see how much we can pack into the day.  
Distance PAGY to CYXY= 103 sm

THE WHITE PASS



Prince George
Airport Info:

  Ident .........CYXS
  Elv. ............2,266’ MSL
  ATIS ..........128.725
  Tower ........118.3
  Ground ......121.9

DAY 17 | JUNE 20th

Day 17 will be our longest leg of the Expedition and one of the most 
rewarding. You’ll receive your bragging rights for having flown the 
Trench in a Cub and have the photos and stories to prove it. This is a 
truly unique opportunity and one best done with experienced TacAero 
guides as the Trench can be a very treacherous journey.

Prince George, Canada

Our morning start will begin early with our first stop at Watson Lake for fuel. 
Then after a quick briefing, weather check, and fuel, we will head south down 
the mighty Canadian Trench. Distance CYXY to CYQH = 217 sm

The Trench is a 500-mile-long route through a steep-sided valley that reaches 
from the Yukon Territory all the way to southern British Columbia. It’s a visually 
stunning pathway in a nearly direct northwest/southeast line between Alaska 
and the U.S. mountain west. The Trench is filled with wildlife, spectrum blue 
colored lakes, rivers, and a vast view of territory with not a road in sight. 
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DESTINATION:



The second stop will be at the Tsay Keh gravel strip located in the Trench at 
the mouth of Williston Lake for a sack lunch and refueling for short range tank 
aircraft using their fuel bladders. This is one of the only options for landing 
within the Trench. Distance CYQH to CBN9 = 263 sm 

As we exit our journey through the Trench we will stop at Mackenzie for fuel, 
ice cream, and a short break. The friendly staff operating this small but vital 
FBO will want a full report of your journey. Distance CBN9 to CYZY = 132 sm   

Our final 100 sm push for the day will follow the Peace River as it passes 
through lakes, beautiful valleys and into Prince George. We will top off the 
aircraft, head to our hotels, have a nice dinner, and call it a night.  
Distance CYZY to CYXS = 99 sm

FLYING IN THE TRENCH

FUEL STOP BEFORE ENTERING THE TRENCH
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McAllister 
 Field Info:

  Ident .........KYKM
  Elv ............1,098’ MSL
  ATIS ..........125.25
  Tower ........133.25
  Ground ......121.9

DAY 18 | JUNE 21st

Yakima, WA

576 SM
PRINCE GEORGE TO YAKIMA

NORTH

Day 18 will be our last full day of the Expedition. We will see some 
wonderful country from the amazing lakes and rivers in southern 
British Columbia to the rolling hills and mountains in north central 
Washington. We will cross the Canada/US Border and end up at 
CubCrafters in Yakima, WA.

First stop will be for lunch and fuel at Kamloops. Here will we do a final brief 
for crossing into the USA for customs. In Kamloops we will also have the 
opportunity to visit Aero Sport Power for a personalized tour of their facility 
pending time and availability. Distance CYXS to CYKA = 245 sm

From Kamloops we will fly south over beautiful Okanagan Lake, across the 
Canada/US border and pick up the Columbia River, following it to Moses Lake 
for customs and fuel. Distance CYKA to KMWH = 246 sm

After we clear customs, we will head south west and over to the Yakima Valley. 
Here we will be greeted by the friendly staff of CubCrafters. The group will receive 
a customized tour of the CubCrafters facilities. After the tour we will have our 
Expedition Party hosted by CubCrafters. Distance KMWH to 4S2 = 85 sm

CUBCRAFTERS

DRY FALLS

DESTINATION:



Ken Jernstedt Airfield
Airport Info:

DAY 19 | JUNE 22th

Those desiring to follow TacAero back to Hood River are invited to 
do so. Once in Hood River, TacAero can perform oil changes, aircraft 
squawk repairs and give you a bed to sleep in for a few days while you 
catch up on your sleep and relax after an Amazing Adventure.

Hood River, OR
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YAKIMA TO HOOD RIVER

NORTH

DESTINATION:

  Ident .........4S2
  Elv. ............638’ MSL
  UNICOM .....122.8
  AWOS ........134.375





Throughout the duration of this Expedition a 
professional videographer will be gathering 
moments with photos, videos and interviews 
of your adventure. Once the Expedition has 
concluded, our team will assemble a short 2-3 
minute customized and personalized video of 
your adventure. With this video you will be able 
to relive the highlights of the Expedition with 
your family and friends. 

TacAero is a professional Aviation Business with 
Part 135 and 141 FAA certificates. Our highly 
qualified pilots and staff will guarantee you have 
the Expedition of a lifetime!




